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Preface
Trees in Algebra and Programming
Guest Editor: M. Dauchet
LIFL, UFR IEEA, Universite de Lille I, 59 655 Villeneuve d’Ascq Cedex, France
This volume concludes the series of CAAP. It contains six papers presented at, or
inspired by the 22nd and last CAAP conference held in Lille, 14{18 April 1997.
CAAP was born in Lille in 1976, where it stayed for ve years. From 1982 to
1996, it went across Europa: Genova, Lille (again), L’Aquila, Bordeaux, Berlin, Nice,
Pisa, Nancy, Barcelona, Copenhagen, Brighton, Rennes, Orsay, Edinburgh, Aarhus and
Linkoping.
Life and science evolve, and conferences must evolve too. This is the reason why
TAPSOFT and CAAP/ESOP/CC have now given way to a new series of meetings: The
European Joint Conferences on Theory and Practice of Software (ETAPS). Starting in
Lisbon, Portugal, 1998, this new annual meeting, covering a wide range of topics in
Software Sciences, takes place in Europe each spring. ETAPS is a loose and open
confederation of existing conferences, such as FASE, and new conferences, such as
FoSSaCS (the successor of CAAP), and other events.
In this special volume, Egidio Astesiano and Gianna Reggio illustrate the view that
formal methods are useful tools within the context of an overall engineering process.
The case of the use of formal specication techniques is developed, with the help
of some comparative analysis of concrete examples. They outline, as an attempt, a
possible decomposition of that activity into components and facets. Adel Bouhoula,
Jean-Pierre Jouannaud and Jose Meseguer describe a part of a long-term eort to
increase expressiveness of algebraic specication languages while at the same time
having a simple semantic basis on which ecient execution by rewriting and powerful
theorem-proving tools can be based.
These two papers were invited papers at the conference. This volume is completed
with a selection of four regular papers, which illustrate two actual trends: complexity
(Anders Dessmark, Andrzej Lingas, Andrzej Proskurowski and Daniel Leivant, Jean-
Yves Marion) and rewriting (Thomas Arts, Jurgen Giesl and Toshiyuki Yamada, Jurgen
Avenhaus, Carlos Lora-Saenz, Aart Middeldorp).
I would like to thank the referees for their insightful and constructive comments.
Maurice Nivat has my gratitude for entrusting this special volume to me.
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